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June 15, 2022

TOMATOES
Beefsteak Tomatoes
Conventional: Like the TOV’s, Mexico still has some

product available but buyer beware of quality. Canadian
product is much better. There is a flush on production right
now out of Eastern Canada but that will only last for another
week or so.
Western Canada production is already starting to slow up a bit
so we expect costs to go up. There is also good demand going
back east and that market back there is in the mid – high
teens. That means things could hit $20.00 or higher as we get
closer to the 4th of July.

Organic: This market
as high as $24.95 FOB.
out of Mexico but again
good job cleaning them

is getting short. I have heard quotes
We have been paying less on product
quality is fair and we need to do a
up.

We expect things to get pretty tight for the next month or so.
We are waiting to find out when new production out of Mexico
will start up. Once it does that should help things out. But
again it will be at least a month.

Organic Roma
This market is being driven by quality. There is product being quoted anywhere from $11.95
to $18.95 FOB. The right cost is somewhere in between. We will have new production
starting up next week.
The market should settle somewhere in the middle of current pricing. We will have a much
clearer picture next week. Until then we have decent availability and quality. Quality should
improve with new production starting up.

Grape
Good supply available on grape tomatoes.

Heirlooms
Conventional: Central Mexico harvest is abruptly finishing up. Baja crops have not
begun. Markets have elevated. California crops will not begin until the end of July.

Organic: Central Mexico is abruptly finishing up. Baja volume region just steady.

California crops will not be a factor until early July. Forecasting volume to remain limited
until then.

Medley
Supplies are steady. We have multiple top seal
pack options available.
9/24 – Top Seal
12/pint – Top Seal

Organic Cherry
Steady supply out of Central Mexico. We can offer
12/pints, Resealable and open pint options.

Organic
Baby/Medley

Organic Purple
Crush

Organic Sweet
King

Crops abruptly finishing up
out of Central Mexico.
Crop transition until Baja
begins in another week.
California crops remain 2
weeks away.

Good supply available on
our Purple Crush
tomatoes.

Sweet Kings are short this
week.

Round, Roma and Vine-Ripe
California

The 2022 summer tomato harvest has begun in the central valley. Only two shippers
have started harvesting this week but 4 or 5 more will be starting over the next two
weeks. Markets have yet to be established.

Southern

This southeastern tomato growing region is winding down production over the next 2
weeks. Lower production is being met by just fair demand and looks like pricing will be
decelerating into next week.
Virginia, Tennessee and North Carolina set to start tomato harvest in July.
Alabama vine ripe tomatoes have also begun harvesting in a light way.

Tomato on the Vine
Conventional: The TOV market in the west is still in the doldrums. But things can turn

around pretty quickly. We have the 4th of July holiday coming up in a couple of weeks. There
will be ads in place and that will drive up demand.
I really expect pricing to reflect this towards the end of next week. Do not get caught with any
cheap quotes for the week of June 27th. That week will carry into the 4th of July which falls on
a Monday. Next week we should be okay with sales in the $10.00 range.

Organic: Surprisingly this market still hasn’t really taken off. There is still product being

produced out of Arizona and Mexico. They need to keep that product close to home so that is
an advantage for us. With that said, overall quality is okay.
We need to clean the TOV’s up to make them retail ready. I’m thinking that things will start to
go up by the end of next week like the Conventional’s. Canada does not have the same
availability on Organics like Mexico so things will tighten up.
Once it does we are probably looking at least 2 -3 weeks of shortages and it could be longer.
We will just have to go week to week and see how things play out.

ONIONS
The Central California onion crop is now going strong with Whites, Yellows, Reds and Sweet
Onions. Prices are coming off a little bit this week on yellows and reds, but White onion
pricing is coming up slightly. Quality is pretty good on the Mexican Whites, but seeing
some slight greening now.

POTATOES
Pricing on all sizes from the Pacific Northwest and Idaho continue to increase. All sizes will
be tight out of both growing regions for this week. Norkotahs are depleted and Burbanks
are exclusively being shipped until the new crop becomes available in August. Quality is
fair with signs of pressure bruising when packing out.

CITRUS
Navel
Conventional: California is the primary
source for Navels and will have limited
volume in June as the domestic season
winds down and imports begin. The
California season will wrap up over the
next few weeks and there will most likely
be a gap between California and Imports
this year.

Grapefruit
Conventional: California D1 and D2 is

available throughout June and into the
summer months. Crop sizing is looking
good across the board with excellent
flavor.

Valencia

Organic: California Star Ruby have

Conventional: Mexico Valencia is

started in D1 and D2 and sizing is good
across the board. Mexico's new crop is on
the back end of the season but will have
fair supply and the season will wind down
in June.

wrapping up and California will take over
as the primary juicing orange option.
California's new crop has started in limited
volume now and will begin to increase
throughout the summer as Mexico wraps
up the season over the next 1-2 weeks.

Lemons

Organic: Mexico Valencia is wrapping up

Conventional: California is the primary

source for Lemons now through June prior
to the start of Import fruit. Crop is peaking
on larger sizes, 95ct and larger, mid and
smaller sizes are somewhat limited.
Imports from Mexico and South America
are starting over the next few weeks and
will take over as California winds down in
D1 and D2.

and California will take over as the juicing
orange option. California's new crop has
started and will begin to increase
throughout the summer.

Limes
Supply is improving, prices have come
down significantly.

Organic: Mexico's volume is increasing

over the next few weeks and will have
good supplies. California is winding down
in D2 and will have fair supplies in June.
Peak sizes are 140/115/165ct out of all
areas at this time.

BERRIES
Strawberries
NOW is the time for big volume
retail promotions. Plenty of
excellent quality fruit with
aggressive lid pricing.

Blueberries
California is full swing with their production
however heat has affected the plants and
quality on the blues has been a “hit or
miss” and thus keeping prices elevated
compared to past seasons. Organic blues
have been most affected by the weather
and will continue to be very short for 10
more days. New Jersey will be starting up
by next. Baja California is set to start in
July however continuing rains in the Pacific
Northwest may affect start dates.

Blackberries
Blackberry production has slowed out of
Central Mexico and will continue on the
slow down. Quality is not becoming an
issue out of Central Mexico and it's now
rainy season in blackberry country out of
Mexico. Georgia is all experiencing rains
and thus production is being affected.
Market has seen a sharp increase in FOB’s
from all loading areas and will continue to
be on the higher side for the next 10 to 14
days.

Santa Maria: Santa Maria is over its
peak for the most part. Many/More
grower/shippers are diverting to the
freezer largely due to very light demand
and below cost pricing. As stated above for
Sal/Wat some sales are booked with price
to be established later. The growers that
are still going have very good fruit but at
current market prices the freezer may be
the best option short term.

Salinas/Watsonville: Demand is very
light. Sal/Wat is at its peak. We will
continue to see their volume trend up. The
weather looks moderate for the next week
with perfect growing temps. The fruit
quality and condition is excellent with large
size. Much like Santa Maria the market
condition and pricing is depressed! Sal/Wat
has the majority of their season ahead of
them. That said, due to a really light
demand period with large state production
some growers are diverting to freezer. Not
normal for this time of year. Far too early
to see this type of activity. Some fruit
being sold with price to be established
later.

Call your Veg-Fresh representative for
volume and pricing information!

Raspberries
Not much change from last week's production from Central Mexico and/or California.
Production is steady and prices are now at good promotional levels as is the volume.

BELL PEPPERS
Green Bells

Colored Bells

Conventional: Coachella has started

Conventional: Plenty of supply on

with green bells. Green bell peppers are
still available in Nogales. Plenty of supply
on colored hothouse bells out of Nogales.

Organic: Organic Green Bells were due

colored hothouse bells out of Nogales.

Organic: New growing area is set to start
next week.

to start the first week of June but we are
seeing a delay in Bakersfield due to the
overcast/cooler weather.

MINI SWEET
PEPPERS

APPLES
Limited domestic supplies on several
varieties. Still good volume on Organic Fuji
apples out of the Northwest. Import apples
out of New Zealand and South America are
now available.

Good volume available.

CUCUMBERS
Organic Hot House

Organic Slicer

Limited volume available out of Baja due to
the cooler weather. Culiacan is ending with
quality issues and some limited shelf life.

Baja started, limited volume.

Cucumbers

Persian

Out of Nogales for another 1-2 months.

Good supplies and nice quality on all
Persian Cucumbers. This is a great time to
promote both conventional and organic
persian cuks!

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
Conventional: Currently harvesting in
California and Mexico. Limited availability
with quality concerns.

Organic: Limited volume on Organic
Brussels from Mexico due to quality.

CHILIES
Light supply, but consistent out of
Nogales.

GREEN BEANS
Limited volume.

TROPICALS
Pineapples

Conventional: Costa Rican availability is good
and prices are in the low to mid-teens. The pineapple
import volumes from Costa Rica to the US are
expected to be up around 1,400+ loads for next
week. Mexican pineapple volumes are slightly down
this week and next week.

Organic: Good supply on Good Life Organic
Pineapple 7/8ct available from Costa Rica. Fair to
good supplies from Mexico as well.

Mango
Mangos are extremely short on any sizes. Michoacán
season is done. Prices are in the low teens and could
stay there for a while. The Jalisco mango region is still
way behind on production for a few more weeks.
Supplies should improve in 2-3 weeks.

EGGPLANT

SNAP PEAS
We are seeing quality issues at the
moment on organic snap peas.

Gapping due to weather and quality.

SQUASH
Organic Soft Squash
Limited volume

Organic Hard Squash
Steady supplies out of Mexico on organic acorn, organic butternut, organic spaghetti and
organic kabocha. New crop of organic honeynut is available out of Mexico with limited
volume.

SEASONAL
Organic Melons
Continue to have steady volume on Organic cantaloupe 9s and jumbo 9s. Also seeing
volume on Organic Mini Seedless watermelon 6s and 8s out of Holtville.

Organic Stone Fruit
Good supplies of all Organic stone fruit out of California. Good sizing now on peaches and
nectarines. Organic black plums will be available next week! Organic Apricots out of
Washington will be available next week.
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